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This invention relates‘, to improvements.» in 
electrodes farrhiehfrequency-heatineqof cylinders, 
of; silbstantialln constant- cliemeter composed of 
dieleettia material’. and- more particularly- iqr; 
heatins: thermoplastic: and; thermoseitine mold 
ineeiu éuchiform 

AL; primary,v object; of: the invention: is to pro-‘ 
vide cooperating; high frequency electrodes. 
adapted; toms/11w? substantially; uniform heating‘ 
of: the entire, of" an: insulation preform‘ or 
srnuplqf nrefnrmsr. of. cylindrical‘ or- disk-form 

Arnothen- object‘ is to»: provide‘ a nor-mally- sta 
tionary; eleot‘nodeioff such lform=vas ;to insureproper 
positioning: of~= insulation nrsiormsl of‘ cylindrical 
on (liskrshape . when deposited-- edgewise- in trans 
terserelatinnshin thereto, 

Anqtherl-an-d‘ more: speci?c object is- to provide 
a trough-shaped; supporting? electrode which. not 
onln- stabilizes-:1 the. cylindrical 01" diskrshaped 
nrei-ormswhem seated-?dsewise,therein in,~ ire-Ils-v 
verse; relationship theretofbut- also serves» to im~. 
prove current distribution through; such pre 
foprns; ; thus ‘overcoming: the ‘mechanical and-elec 
trical; disadvantages of- al?atelectrode when used 
for such purpose. 

Anotheri ohiectgisetolprovidelfor use ore-an upper 
electrode Qfieithet-inverted trough-shape 0r’, of 
flat; form; witheut; sacrificing; 0f: the advanr 
tages attendant upon use;f of: a. troug-hrshaped; 
lower:ot'supportinaelectrode; 
Anothcn object isto provide.- fiorr use of corn 

nlementar-yl. reversely arranges electrodes: of: 
souvenir-shape to aecemm?date therebetweenl 2» 
preterm preforms Qt cirsularwform in trans-_ 
verse Cress section» wherebyiseid-electrodes‘joint; 
1v: surround: a; relatively large portipn» 0ft the. 
neripheraliareagoirthe preformsi with consequent 
substantiallm uniform»1 heating- of‘; all‘ portions of: 
eeehpreierm 

Qthertqbiects and; advantages oft-the invention 
wilihereinaiter, anneal", 
The accomnanyiee litawinesillustrate certain 

embodiments of the’inventio'n which will now 
be > described; it.‘ being, understood. that‘ the in 
vention is. susceptible oi embodiment, in‘ other. 
forms without. departing from. the scope vof the 
aptendesiclaims- ‘ 
In the, drawings, Eigure 1;, is, a sideelevational, 

viewlot a pair Oiupper andlpwerhighiftequency, 
electrodes. of- approjiimately. semi-circular form 
in transverse cross section to accommodate 
thershetween. one. 01* more preferences, ofrrdielectrio 
material; Qf? eimuler- fewer in transverse; crass; 
seamen-l the.lower-electrodelservinaraselstabiliz:. 
msupmstigethe prsiszrms. 
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2 
Fig._ 2,; is‘ a sectional view on the line 2—--2v of 

1} 
Fig. 3 illustrates a modi?ed form of my in 

vention wherein the- upper electrode is of the 
usual ?atf-orm, and the lower or supporting elec 
trode isvin the: form of atrough; the same com. 
prising a pairotv longitudinally straight, ?at sides 
convergingiat;arelatively Wide angle toward each 
either-land 
Eigsiisq a‘ sectional view on the line 4-—4 of 

In the'art; oi- transfer-molding of thermoplastic 
or' thermosettingl insulating materials,v of the 
“Bakelite” typekfor instance; it has heretofore 
been proposedsgtoypmvide preformed slugs or disks 
of~_such material; and to- heat such slugs between 
a, pairqoflhigh¢igtequencyi electrodes to render the 
sarn‘egqf; the desired degree of plasticity forv use 
in‘ the molding‘; machine; especially Where a 
transfer molding-machine is employed. 

In‘ practice suchpref-orms are generally in the 
form; of- rgoundj; disks‘ or cylinders; because that 
isthe most convenient form of the pieces for use‘ 
in the‘molding machines; and also because the 

. die; cavities; forwpreform-ing‘such- tablets are most 
economically made in that shape. The useo-i a 
pair» oft ?at; hig-h- frequency electrodes heretofore 
used- for; heating‘ and plasticizing- such preforms 
has :not beenzsatisfactoryt 

asiswell- knownby‘ those skilled in this 
art,‘ although there‘ is no». dif?culty in insuring, 
awokonstantnunlike-diameter of all of such disk 
shaped pre?orms,v there is- aninherent likelihood. 
that~ suchr preforrns will di?er from each other 
in‘ thickness. on axial‘ length. Therefore, even 
though aX plurality of: such disk-shaped preforms 
are. placed} individually upon a fiat lower sup_ 
porting electrode? there will‘likely be substantial 
di?enence, in the; distances between the upper. 
ends thereof and‘ an: upper electrode of the flat 
type.‘ When such. preforms- are placed end, to 
end; ?atvvisewinx groups of two or‘ more, to form 
piles, seated ?etwise. upon the flat supporting 
electrodeathe‘ aforementioned condition may be 
considerablyI aggravated. That is to say, there 
may be relatively wide di?erences in the air gaps 
between the tops of-rthe several piles of preforms 
and the flat upper electrode, with resultant un~ 
even or'-unequaliheating-~ of the preforms in the 
various piles. Moreover, the operation of so ar 
rangingtthe-lpreforms inpilesupon the ?at lower 
or“ supporting. electrode was vtime consuming, and: 
the. operation of gathering: the piles of heated 
slugs from. such‘. Swim-ting‘ electrode». and drop-7 
ping- theniainto theiwellzof thetransferl-molding: 
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machine was likewise slow; whereas speed of 
operation in such a system is very desirable to 
provide for attainment of the best results. 
As aforeindicated, although there are inherent 

differences in the heights of the preforms, due 
to the differences in the amounts of material em» 
bodying the same, variations in molding pres 
sure, presence of molding ?ns, etc., such pre~ 
forms will all be of like diameter, and I accord~ 
ingly utilize this physical characteristic of such 
preforms to advantage. ' 

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2 the lower or sup 
porting electrode iii, composed of a suitable metal 
is of approximately semicircular form in trans 
verse cross section, the same preferably having 
curved or downwardly curled edges ii and H2 at 
opposite longitudinal sides thereof. The upper 
electrode 63 ‘of like metal may be of exactly the 

same and dimensions as the electrode and is arranged in reverse relationship to the 

latter so as to be complementary thereto for 
reception thereloetween of a group of cylindrical 
preforms arranged end to end relationship, or 
with their ?at ends adjacent to or contacting 
with each other. The upwardly extending curled 
or curved edges of electrode 53 are designated 
by numerals H3 and 55, respectively. 
Also as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2 the trough 

shaped lower electrode i0 is preferably arranged 
lengthwise in a horizontal plane, to facilitate de 
positing of the insulation preforms is thereinto, 
either singly or in a cylindrical group. Said pre 
forms when so deposited within the trough 
shaped electrode Iii are mechanically stabilized 
in a central position transversely thereof, as best 
illustrated in Fig. 2; the same being seated 
against the central. portion of the trough, and 
being spaced 2. gradually increasing distance 
from the trough on opposite sides of the center 
of the latter. The upper electrode is is prefer 
ably movable upwardly, or upwardly and later 
ally, a sufficient distance to facilitate depositing 
of the preforms within electrode i0, either man 
ually or otherwise. Thereafter electrode I3 is 
lowered to a predetermined operative position, 
usually in contact with the preform or preforms, 
as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. By this means high 
frequency current is supplied and penetrates the 
preforms i B in a large number of paths extending 
substantially throughout the periphery thereof, -' 
as indicated by the imaginary dotted lines I‘! and 
H3 in Fig. 2. As a consequence, substantially the 
entire transverse or cross sectional area of the 
preforms will be subjected to a like heating effect 
of the high frequency current supplied to elec 
trodes ill and it, as indicated diagrammatically 
at 99 in Fig. 1; it being understood that electrodes 
ll] and i3 act as the plates of a condenser, so that 
with the arrangement illustrated substantially 
uniform heating of the entire mass of the pre 
forms is insured. In practice care is exercised 
to insure that the adjacent pairs of curved edges 
ll, i5 and 52, ill of electrodes it and i3 are main 
tained spaced from each other a sufficient dis 
tance to avoid any possibility of arcing between 
the electrodes or short-circuiting thereof around 
the preforms. 

After the preforms i6 have thus been subjected 
to a predetermined desired or required amount 
of heat treatment, the supply of high frequency 
current is interrupted in any suitable manner, 
whereupon the upper electrode is is'preferably 
raised to permit ready and speedy removal of 
the preforms, either manual or otherwise, for 
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4 
feeding thereof into the well of a transfer mold 
ing machine or the like (not shown). 
In the modi?cation illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, 

the lower or supporting electrode 20 is also of 
trough-shape in transverse cross section; the 
same having a pair of longitudinally extending 
straight, ?at portions arranged at an obtuse angle 
to each other, as best illustrated in Fig. 4. This 
form of supporting electrode is mechanically 
equivalent to the electrode in aforedescribed, in 
respect of centering and stabilization of the in 
sulation preforms i it‘. Also as indicated in dotted 
lines at El in Fig. 4, imaginary paths 2| of the 
high frequency current from electrode 20 to the 
preforms it are electrically and functionally 
quite similar to those indicated at I8 in Fig. 2. 
The upper electrode 22 in Figs. 3 and 4 may be 

of the usual flat form, as shown; the same c0 
operating with electrode 20, in respect of the pre 
forms it, to afford substantially complete and 
equalized heating of the entire cross sectional 
area of the preforms. In practice such coopera 
tion involves proper spacing of the upper elec 
trode 22 from the preforms to insure the uniform 
heating afo "mentioned. The most closely adja 
cent portions of electrodes ill and 722 are main 
tained separated a suflicient distance for reasons 
set forth in connection with Figs. 1 and 2. The 
edges of upper electrode 22 are preferably bent 
upwardly, and the edges of lower electrode 20 are 
bent downwardly, as shown, to assist in insuring 
against arcing therebetween. Electrodes 20 and 
22 may be supplied with high frequency current 
from a suitable source it, as aforedescribed. 
The upper electrode 22 is movable, as described 

in connection with the device of Figs. 1 and 2, 
to facilitate insertion of the preforms into and 
removal thereof from the electrode 20. 
The stationary lower electrodes in and 20 in 

the respective devices are preferably‘ attached to 
suitable supporting members, fragments of which 
are shown at 23 and 213 ; whereas the respective 
upper electrodes are provided with adjustable 
supporting and lifting means, fragments of which 
are shown at 25 and 26. ' 
Although, as illustrated herein, I prefer to pro_ 

vide for horizontal positioning of the pairs of 
electrodes iii, i3 and 2E], 22 to facilitate depositing 
of the preforms, supporting the same for heat 
treatment, and thereafter removing the same; it 
is to be understood that certain electrical and/or 
functional advantages of my invention may be 
obtained by vertical mounting of the pairs of 
electrodes. This is especially true with respect 
to vertical mounting of the semicircular elec 
trodes it and it of Figs. 1 and 2; in which case 
the vertical charge or pile of preforms might be 
separately supported in exactly centered rela 
tionship to both electrodes of the pair. Such 
centering of the preforms might be conveniently 
provided by positioning the same within a tube of 
suitable glass or ceramic composition. 
I claim: 
1. In combination, a trough-shaped sheet metal 

electrode for use in high frequency heating of 
cylindrical preforms of thermosetting dielectric 
molding material, means for mounting said elec 
trode horizontally with the trough thereof open 
ing upwardly whereby the same is adapted to act 
directly a centering support for the preforms, 
the side edges of said electrode being equally 
spaced throughout the length thereof a distance 
greater than the diameter of the preforms to 
effect substantial equalization of the heating 
effect upon the latter of'high frequency current 
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passed between the same and said electrode, a 
second electrode overlying the horizontal sup 
porting trough formed by said ?rst electrode 
throughout the length of the latter, and the longi 
tudinal edges of said last mentioned electrode 
being alined with and spaced from those of the 
?rst mentioned electrode a su?icient distance to 
avoid any possibility of arcing between the elec 
trodes or short-circuiting thereof around the 
preforms. 

2. In combination, a pair of like trough-shaped 
sheet metal electrodes for use in high frequency 
heating of cylindrical preforms of thermosetting 
dielectric molding material, said electrodes being 
of approximately semicircular form in transverse 
cross section, means for mounting one of said 
electrodes with the open side thereof facing up 
wardly in a horizontal plane to form a directly 
supporting receptacle, means for mounting the 
other electrode in overlying relationship to the 
?rst electrode, to complementally accommodate 
therebetween a plurality of the cylindrical pre 
forms arranged in end to end relationship, the 
longitudinal edges of each electrode being spaced 
apart a distance substantially greater than the 
diameter of the preforms, said edges of the re 
spective electrodes being alined with each other 
and spaced apart a sufficient distance to avoid 
any possibility of arcing between the electrodes 
when in use, and associated means for effecting 
movement of at least one of said electrodes with 
respect to the other. 

3. In combination, a trough-shaped sheet metal 
electrode for use in high frequency heating of 
cylindrical preforms of thermosetting dielectric 
molding material, means for mounting said elec 
trode horizontally with the trough thereof open 
ing upwardly to form a supporting receptacle, 
the side edges of said electrode being equally 
spaced throughout the length thereof a distance 
greater than the diameter of the preforms to 
effect substantial equalization of the heating ef 
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feet upon the latter of high frequency current 
passed between the same and said electrode, a 
second electrode overlying the horizontal trough 
formed by said ?rst electrode throughout the 
length of the latter, the longitudinal edges of said 
electrodes being vertically alined with each other, 
the longitudinal edges of said second mentioned 
electrode being spaced from those of the ?rst 
mentioned electrode a su?icient distance to avoid 
any possibility of arcing between the electrodes 
or short-circuiting thereof around the preforms, 
atleast one of said electrodes being movable with 
respect to the other, said ?rst mentioned electrode 
being of a relatively wide V-shape in transverse 
cross section, and said second mentioned elec 
trode being ?at. 

LESTER D. DRUGMAND. 
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